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Word cloud
THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.
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SONG ANALYSIS
T his is generated using a technology that automatically "reads" all of the reviews and identifies which elements of the track the
reviewers are commenting on the most. It then establishes whether the comment is positive or negative, collects all this information
and displays the result as a graph. T his analysis is particularly useful to help improve songs or recordings.
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OVERALL MARKET POTENTIAL
T his is the most important commercial indicator for the track. It combines the Track Rating and the Passion Rating to give a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market.
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SIMILAR ARTISTS
T he reviewers considered that this artist had similarities to the artists in the chart below.
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REVIEWS
“The broken up vocals at the start are smokey voiced and I like he overlaps. The background is quite carnival sounding with a
lot of percussive explosions. The staggered tempo in the song is very effective alongside the drum beat and keyboard organ
effects. Piano at 1.07 brightens it up and helps to keep to the tune without actually changing much. The male voice is
charismatic and has panache. He blasts out the lines of the song and sounds quite strict and severe. I think it would be good
to have a slightly closer tone between the female and the male vocals as the transition from female to male is rather abrupt,
maybe the female vocals could extend into the male verses more.”
“Really enjoyed the vocals, although the music itself didn't match the vocals too much. Perhaps a little less on the sound
effects and a little more with the beats. I give it 5, overall it wasn't a bad song.”

“This is automatically really catchy. I really enjoy the female vocal. There is a nice beat to the opening and I really enjoy the
synth in the mix. The chorus is very catchy. It is a little repetitive, however, It also has a nice electronic feel to it which keeps
the song supe catchy and not annoying.”
“I really dont like the intro of this song what so ever. The beat is a mix match with the girls voice at all. This is a band that
wouldnt be much good live either beacause all i can see is a mixer and a singer no instruments what so ever. The singers tone
is also very annoying and puts me off listening to the song and if it was on in aclub it would kill the mood.”
“I loved the intro, it seems like it was done really well. The song seems to be done really well, the lyrics are good, the tempo is
good and the artist has a good voice. The only thing I'm against is the male singer during what I assume is the chorus. His
voice just doesn't fit in with the rest of the song, unfortunately.”
“Clear sound. I am excited at the beginning.Very 80's sounding. Again with the female dragging their voice like Rhianna does
and I would rather wish her to stop that. Also the lyrics are bland except when she is trying to sound like her voice has been
remixed. Maybe actually remix that part. I will not be listening to this again . Maybe try a legitimate beat from drums. there's
also this extra tinkering overshadowing the beat. boo”
“This is a awesome song. I can relate to the lyrics. This is very nice dance anthem. I can see myself jamming to this for a long
time! The beat flows well with the song. The dude that is rapping is a beast. The female that is singing is awesome as well!”
“The beginning without much instrumental was a great intro. This plays much like a generic pop song. It lacks a lot of
complexity in nearly every aspect. The lyrics were very simplistic. I feel the beat could have been made much more complex
and would have worked better. The rap flow left much to be desired. It didn't always match up with the beat and generally
was not very good. Would not listen again.”
“This song is so amazing on so many levels. the vocals are incredible as well as the background track, instrumentals and etc.
This is the kind of song you could listen to in the car, on your ipod or iphone, at a party, pretty much anywhere. It is just that
good. It could be a big success easily and lots of people would like it”
“The melodic female vocals set the song off on a great tone. The vocals mixed with the beat and the melody bring a fun and
upbeat vibe that is very fun to listen to and makes you want to dance along. I feel that the rap could use a little fine tuning
just so that the words can be grasped by the listener a little bit better, but having the rap helps bring an almost black eyed
peas feel but better in my opinion. I love the concept of the song, "hit rewind" and then he brings up pop culture references
from my adolescence which to me is talking about how we should hit rewind and go back to a time when things were better. I
couldn't catch all of the lyrics of the rap but that just makes me want to hear it again. I could easily see this song being one
of those songs that hits the radio and blows up to almost over playing, in a good way. The potential is off the charts for this
one. Your melody mixed with the beat and the contrasting vocals just makes me want to hear more. When I think of a hit
song this is what I imagine. I truly hope to hear more from this group. I would try to fine tune a little bit but really there isn't
much I believe you could do to make it better than it already is. Perfection is within your grasp if you want it.”
“She has such a beautiful voice and i like how they're using symbols in the back at the beginning. The tempo is quite quick and
she uses her voice amazingly, the way it sounds like she has a stutter and how her voice goes high then back down. The only
thing that lets this song down is when the male vocalist comes in. The song was so beautiful but then it just got annoying
when he came in. She should sing solo she's be amazing at it. The rhythm is amazing and i really enjoy listening to her voice.
I'm going to rate this song a seven as i love her voice and the tempo, the beat and her pitch but i don't like it when the male
comes in. I just think it 's pointless having him in the song.”

“This song starts off very powerful and funky. The singer has a slick voice that sounds terrific. I really like the speedy beats of
the song and think it needs to maybe slow down just a bit. The lyrics are very refreshing and sound amazing when sung.
Overall i cannot wait for this song to be released”
“The female voice is lovely. The techno beat delivers a uniqueness with this particular piece. I'm not really sure about the
lyrics, I can't distinguish them. The rapper's lyrics are well-versed and are time with the beat. Their flow was on point and
precise. This can serve as a good club song as well.”
“Great electro syntheciser. A little bit Poppy and mainstream kind of feel, but this track/artists have potential for sure. The
Vocals and Dj both have amazing potential. I like the encorporation of the mezmorizing voice as well as hip hop rap
encorporation. Beat and rhythm are pretty solid. Pretty solid track overall. Lyrics are ok.”
“The female vocalist at the beginning sets up an interesting pace, but when the percussion comes in, there are far too many
instruments entering at once. Unless you are experienced with percussion, it is better to introduce one idea at a time and let
them build to create interest. When the beat drops, it is very ineffective because the drum beat sounds cheesy in the
background. Try mixing it more to the front and adding variation in the velocity of the kick drum and snare hits. This will
make it sound more like a natural drummer on an authentic drumset playing, rather than a computer that has no soul. The
synthesizer is hardly audible and has very little presence, so it is ineffective in providing a solid harmonic idea to the mix. The
female vocals sound good, and her lyrics are fine, but for all the syncopation in the melody line, there needs to be a solid
synth behind it. The piano is a nice touch, but by this point the main idea is already past. The rapping sounds decent when
doubled. The pause on the word "frozen" is effective, but the beat is just a bit weak. The "hit rewind" line gets a bit old since
there is no "second half" to the line. Adding call and response to your lyrical lines make them much less repetitive.”
“Ellie Goulding springs to mind when i hear this electropop number, featuring an extremely sensational voice and eccentric
music as the backdrop, there is no reason to why this song cannot enter the charts. I reckon this will be a chartbusting track
and should eventually feature heavily on summer soundtracks.”
“I like the intro to the song but the singer needs more bass added to her voice. The singer relies too heavily on auto tune and
the resulting vocals are a fail. I feel like the beat doesn't match up with the singer's vocals. By that I mean the beat sounds
different than the melody the vocalist is singing. The instrumentals sounds poorly done. The vocalist has strong vocals but I
feel she would do poorly in a live setting because she relies way too much on auto-tune. The rapper that comes in doesn't fit
in with this song at all. The beat needs to be faster. During the second chorus the singer definitely is off-key and is not hitting
the notes perfectly. I feel like the "bring it back now" is an overused lyric in songs, which makes lyrics unoriginal.”
“I like the echoing of her voice. The back up of the mans voice is effective as it gives more texture to the voice. I feel as
though the pitch is a bit weird, it 's a little bit wrong in the way it sounds out of tune. The rapping is effective is gives a
different touch to the tune, especially how he can say it so speedily. The woman's voice gets a little bit annoying further
through the song with the excessive amount of echoing. The steel drums while he's rapping is cool and weird, makes the
songs sound like street music. You can't tell what the song is about.. To be honest I don't think this could really get a top hit..
It has been done before, but better, and that didn't get a top hit”
“When the song came in I wasn't impressed, but after a few moments I definitely got into it. Rhythm: the rhythm is
captivating, the beats, piano, sound effects--they all go very well together. Vocal: I really wasn't digging the vocals at first,
but when the beat picked up and the rap came in the song got intense and really got my attention. After that the song had
me. Lyrics: I was so absorbed in the beat that I wasn't really listening to the lyrics, but there were some generic rhymes that
can be worked on to make the song even better. Vocals: both the vocal and the rapping were very well, and complimented
each other well End Note: I enjoyed the song and good luck with your work!”

“This could be a hit for a dance song. I like the girls voice, it 's really nice. However, she doesn't sound like she's enjoying
singing the song much. The lyrics are good. The chorus is really repetitive but it works, as it matches the tune and the feel of
the song. The little rap in the middle of the song is really nice and breaks up the song a little and gives it more dimension.”
“The intro established a good atmosphere for the rest of the song, it didn't leave me waiting too long. The vocals are very
strong and tuneful, very pleasant to listen to. The lyrics are clear and easy to understand, I can easily imagine myself singing
along to this on the radio. The beat worked very well with the speed of the song, it tied in nicely with the choice of backing
instruments. The digital effects were balanced nicely. The rapping is a nice addition but at some points the words do blur into
each other. The 'rewind' repetitiveness gets a bit boring after listening to it for a while. The song has an left an impact and I
know the next time I listen to it I'll recognise it straight away. I can see this song being a future hit, and will be particularly
popular in dance clubs.”
“The beat sounds familiar not original so will blend in with songs already out there. The hook is polished and catchy. The
vocalist is professional and on key. The rapper is very good, he raps fast, but is understandable and his lyrics are good. The
song all together is well put together and polished and I actually enjoyed this one.”
“Excellent production with echo on vocals and instruments balanced almost perfectly. Vocals have a lovely tone to it and the
melodies are original and catchy. Lyrics are simple but this works well in the song. Could easily picture this doing quite well,
as it has a very current sound to it. Rapping part is great lyrically and really does work well with the song. Can't think of many
improvements to be made overall.”
“The introduction sets the stage for an energetic pop experience. Then you get this break out of hip hop. The sound is
completely digitized yet cohesive. The rap collaboration adds value to the lyrical content which builds in momentum and then
brings you back to the musical platform. This track is upbeat enough in tempo that you can dance to it in the club or dance to
it during zumba or a regular old work out. The vocals are solid and on pitch from the singer. The rapper is clear in his
message though you really have to work to understand what is being said. This track could be a mainstream hit.”
“I really didn't enjoy this song at all. I think it was because of the singer, he voice was so dull and it sounds like she didn't have
a connection to the instrumental behind the song, due to that, the vibe that was suppose to be given across this song was
not given at all. The featuring singer rapped his part too fast, it did not make sense at all to the beat. I think this song would
not be a hit song at all.”
“I am not a fan of an auto-tune or dance/electronic music but I can appreciate the vocalist, I would expect that people that
enjoy this genre would at least like it. Rapping is difficult to do and this guy had some trouble keeping time getting the words
out. The beat was solid. I am giving it a 6.”
“Loved listening to this song! It is a great pop/hip hop song. The lyrics are catchy and have great harmony. The instrumentals
were also very good! The rapping parts of this song are decent, with good lyrics and a nice voice. This song could be popular
among teenagers and adults, both female and males. Both voices are great, and sound awesome together. The ending of the
song is good also! Overall I think this is a great song and could be a hit to many audiences.”
“This song is Taylor Swift meets Kesha. The singers voice is distinctive and powerful. I do feel the music sounds fairly
generic.The addition of the rap riff at around 1:30 seems a bit formulaic. This song has a dance beat, and I would expect to
hear it in dance clubs.”
“The vocals and instruments are sync in the beginning. Nicely done. The stutter or skip in beat gives more an epicness. The
vocalist has a very nice voice which matches good with the song. The rapping part was also good. Good sync of rapper and
vocalist.”

“Interesting percussion at the beginning, I like it! I would prefer the melody alone, without the lyrics, but this is an alright
outing from this artist nonetheless. Lyrics could be improved, and the rapper at the end isn't the best. This artist could
benefit from more variation within her songs, as well as some more creative songwriting.”
“Maybe have more piano work building up what the general melody is talking about. The idea of going back in time and
starting over in life, an actual rewind in the music in a quick succession might be good. Good job too.”
“I love this song! The tempo is perfect! The vocals are lovely, and the textures are amazing. The dynamics are fine. Some of
the song I do not like, but most of it I do. The beat is amazing. I love how there's a rap feature in a more pop song. I would
definitely buy this song!”
“Wonderful beat especially with the addition of the Piano. The chorus was just super and made me think of a cross between
Lady Gaga and Rihanna. The vocals and verses were top notch as well which is why I give this song an 8.”
“The intro to this song is catchy, and the lyrics reoccur throughout the song, making it easy to sing along. The longer rap
occurring later in the song didn't seem to match very well with the rest of the song, however it was a well-done rap. His
words were surprisingly clear for how fast he was rapping. I like the use of the piano in this song. It helped hammer the tune
in my head. Overall, this song has good energy and potential to catch on.”
“They intro leaded onto the song naturally may not be original but it works for song like this. I would say the intro was plain it
just more unique than anything i have ever heard. The futuristic feel to it makes this piece out of this world. The melody tells
a story that draws listeners in with the words that they may connect to. Its unique just like every other person on this earth.
The Lyrics are very clear and distinct for listeners to understand each and every word. The ryrhmn was full of emotion and
body that made you just want to get up and do a belly dance while zoning out to wonderful music. The digital effects were
mellow and worked very well. You could have made the melody more distinct with different instrument maybe a clarinet or
something. Instruments bring out the pitch in the music to help the listener stay in tuned with the music.”
“The beginning is very good the beat goes well with the singing. Afterwards the voice and the beat and melody does not
blend together very well. The rapping sounds like it is not meant to be in the song either.I think the song is an alright pop
song for more teenagers than adults. This song also sounds very similar to Cover Drive.”
“The intro is good and engages you into the song. The bass is loud so it is sometimes hard to hear the lyrics.The singer
repeats herslf a lot of times and i do not like the lyrics in general. It is catchy at times although.”
“a nice up beat track, vocals are very talented. lyrics are good and not boorish unlike many of this genre, instrumentals
compliment the vocals and lyrics well. this is a track I could see many enjoying with friends, singing along and dancing.”
“I like it - this song reminds me of what generally plays in the clubs in Miami. Perhaps the beat could be a little bit faster, but
overall, it 's very much a dance song you'd hear in a club. This also sounds like a song that could potentially be remixed really
successfully. Honestly, my only suggestion is to maybe make the beat and rapping part of the song move a little faster.
Overall, a good one.”

“I think this song might be a hit. The womans voice is soft but strong. The rappers voice is good with the beat of the musice. I
like the background voice as she is singing. The instruments are what really should go with the voices in this song. The quality
of the voices and the instruments are actually good together. The man that raps in the background is good. I think these
artists could make it together and also apart. The ending is a good ending to the song. The words are good also. I think this
song could be a hit and would be interested in seeing what music culture this is from. I would also like to hear more music
from this group to see what their potential is.”
“I love the little synth sounds in the background. I also love the way the female vocalist rhymes in the beginning part of the
song. I the parts where the music emphasizes little words like "rejection" and "redemption." I love the freestyle portion of it,
but I feel like the ending of his rap was a little forced because the beat ended a little abruptly. The chorus is extremely
catchy, I could imagine having this stuck in my head for a day or so. I feel like the synth in the background of the freestyle is
unnecessary, it 'd be much better if it was something with more bass. I don't like how it get 's a little silent around 3:30- the
quiet portion of the song should be somewhere in the middle. Overall, it 's a pretty catch song.”
“Had me at the beginning tapping my feet, then lost me with the first verse. Chorus is OK. The acoustic drums don't work, as
electro as the song is, I felt that the drums should be accordingly. The lady's voice is nice, the male rapper ads dynamics to
the song. Decent quality overall, but nothing kept me attached to the song as I listened to it. Sounds like a new old song.”
“The introduction could use a little work, only because it needs more power. The voices are perfect for the song. Each
transition from singer to singer is nicely done. The recording is very professional and sounds like a great radio song. The
ending of the song faded out nicely.”
“This is a very familiar sound of today.It could be speeded up a little. I think this would do well on the radio. The beat is
gareat for dance. The lyrics are written well. I love the male/female singing together.”
“I like the different background sounds and effects! It keeps me interested. I feel I would have to listen to the song more
then once to hear everything that is being said. The rap part is said really fast. I like the Latin sound effects. If I heard this
song in a club I would want to go dance to it.”
“This song has some radio potential.The singer's voice catches the ear early in the song.Love the melody she brings
instantly.Sounds like a song cassie from bad boy would sing to get out for her album.Love the rewind bridge part of the song
that would instantly be a catchy radio tune young females would love to sing.The tempo of the song would actually be great
for parties and events and i think would be great.The rap combined with the r & b/pop also sounded great because it adds
another whole sound”
“The song starts off with a rhythmic and engaging tone. I feel compelled to listen to it. The singe has a rather dynamic voice
and it has a strong vocal projection. The song is not overly complex. The chorus is impressive, the pitch range varies, making
it rich and engaging for me. The song definitely is professional and creative. I find it extremely good and the signer has
talent.”
“This club music that isn't even interesting enough for people to dance music. The vocals are very generic and the rapper is
super cheesy. The instrumentals sound like they were made on an old Casio keyboard. I don't know who would listen to this.
There is nothing interesting or original about this song. This is just a very bland, generic club song that doesn't have the
production values to compete with other bland, generic club songs. I can't see any radio station playing this song and I can't
see any dj spinning it.”

“Catchy intro, this would be a great dance club song. Her lyrics are easy to decipher and this song seems to have endless
remix possibilities. While it 's not something I would purchase for myself, I know several others that would thoroughly enjoy
this artist. The rapper adds a bit of edge to the song which will help it appeal to a variety of consumers.”
“Instantly the beat grabs your attention, and the pace of the music gets your head moving. The vocals and the lyrics
accompany the music very well, and the rap solo in the middle of the song makes this song. I could see this song on the radio,
and would listen to it all the time.”
“this track has a very unique and upbeat tone in the introduction,. the vocals give a direct spin to the melody. the rapping is
well developed and fits the mood of the song. a very quick pace gets the music going strong.”
“The stereo vocal effect mixed with the vocoder is a great way to start this tune as it is so soulfully projected but this
competant r'n'b singer.A very tasty melody which sounds very proffessional,cold easily be mistaken for an r'n'b pop sound in
the charts today.Te vocal phrasing makes this work,the synth arpeggio's also create the same vibe.Te rapping is more intense
and lacks the tuneful edge ,quite irrate sounding for this vibe the singer has created.Sounded very powerful as a pop tune
until the rapping began.Love the female singers voice,the rappers not as tidy .”
“This song has a positive sound to it. BUT, it does sound like your typical manufactured dance song. Nothing really stands out
from whats already out there. It will do well commercially because of the tempo, beat and unoriginality. This type of song is
very popular with the teens and younger adults. The melody will be catchy, and the rapping gives this song a good balance.
Nothing really special about her voice because she is singing what she is told to sing. I want to hear her break out and
actually sing. The dynamics could be louder.”
“I think the instrumental needs to be a little more updated to make it sounds like something in our time. It sounds old school.
I like her voice and I think she will do but the instrumental is not that up to date. I love the rapping here. It 's awesome. I love
the energy he puts in. He's really talented. I love the rapping part. I love the singing but I think the instrumental needs more
help. I think the way that she's singing the remix need a little editing too. However, she got a cute sexy voice along with the
rapper and this will help out the song. I guess young fans like more up to date song than old school. Old people like old
school.”
“This track would have gotten turned of pretty quickly, I hate that warping at the start. The vocalist is very weak but I'm sure
she looks great. She's so overproduced that it 's clear she has a weak vocal range. This is a cheap pop song that does well if
paired with a saucy video and some good clothes. The rapper gets lost in the awful collection of noises. This is a hot mess of
a track.”
“This song will make your drunk in the time of your life. The singer has a sparkling voice that can really move. The song as a
whole is full of life and energy and everything goes great together. The "rap" part is just as energetic as the rest of the song
and adds something extra and special to this shining song.”
“The vocals are awesome in this song!!! This is definitely something I would love to hear on the radio. It sounds very familiar
with pop artists like Rhianna and Pink but definitely a more well written not so thrown together type of garbage that the
radio normally plays. This is seriously awesome! I liked the guys part a lot too! The entire song sounds very well produced and
has just an overall very good vibe. I would love to hear more by this artist!”
“I really like this song and feel like it could be a big hit! It really reminded me of a song Rihanna would be featured on. The
vocals and lyrics were great as well as the quality of the recording. I would listen to this frequently and I feel like other
people would definitely feel the same. Instruments are well played and on time, vocals are on key, and I am able to hear
everything without any elements drowning out in the background.”

“I love the echo effect used on the intro vocals, sounds very interesting and big. The drum beat is really good, I like the
Gate/compression on the snare, make's it sound very different. The track is very catchy, in particular the chorus. The vocals
work very well, and sound like a typical pop singer. The rapping is well recorded, and works well, similar to the pop
Singer/Rap/Singer scenario. Nice work.”
“I really like this track. The vocals are really good. The song has a generic edm trance with a taste of hip hop type beat but it
works well. I could see this getting mixed in the club or at raves and people really getting into it.”
“digital sounds on an artists voice to me seem to distort the artists voice, so i was happy when the digital was removed, but
was not all that pleased when this song began without any sort of introduction. having said that though, the artist brings a
bit of a rihanna sound as she sings into the mic. the lyrics to this song come across as being authentic and the artist herself
sings in such as way as to make you appreciate she is dedicated to her craft. the male artist, to me did bring some
contradicting roughness to the song and his lyrics were a bit difficult to follow, but for some reason to me at least his
addition to the song made it better, probably because he had no techno overdub on his voice; he was just singing in his own
natural voice. him doing that made the song seem more able to concentrate on. the instruments in this song overall however
seem to be in front of the male artist just a tad which i didnt like but hey its still a good song and just might become a hit”

OVERALL TRACK RATING
THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY
MARKET POTENTIAL).
LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK
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WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM
SURPASSES THE EXPERTS. IT ALSO MEANS THAT WE CAN GUARANTEE 95% ACCURACY IN TRACK RATINGS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS
THAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING
THE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

